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New World Order – Part II

Our five female agents have left the safety of
their secret base to engage Mikael in combat.
Assuming he has used the reality note to make
himself invulnerable to most common weapons
their only hope is the use of their secret
weapons!

The girls are getting ready to entrap Mikael at the
local university where he’s regularly enjoying the
young female students. Will their plan work out?
Can they force Mikael to give up the reality note?
Or will he realize something is up and use the
powers of the notebook on them instead?!

Featuring:

Stella … The captain of the Agency
Stacey … A female agent
Erika … A female agent
Gina … a female recruit
Lana … a female recruit
Mikael … the rogue agent with the reality notebook!



How are 
you, girls?

There is no 
way out of 
here for 

him.

Swimmer in 
position. The 

Doors are 
locked.



French 
Maid in 
position.

Angel in 
position.

Everything for the 
mission! If you were a 
perverted guy dressing 
up girls in French maid 
costumes, would you 

let them wear panties?

Point 
taken.

French Maid. I have 
clear vision of you 
and your cooch. 

Why not wear any 
panties?



I shouldn’t 
have let Agent 
Emmerik come 

up with our 
codenames…

Beachbunny
in position…

I’m gonna kill 
Gina after this 
one for that 

name!

Beachbunny
do you 
copy?

…

Beachbunny
are you 
ready?

I can see 
the door.

MILF in 
position.



Those were 
some prime 
pussies in 

there!

Man!
Colleague 

students are 
the best!

Engaging 
target 
now.

I’ve visual.

Alright, 
girls!



Get yourself 
together 

Lana. You 
can do this!

I wonder what I 
should do 

next… Maybe 
the headmaster?

It might 
slip you up!

Don’t talk 
too much!

Keep it 
nice and 
simple.

Roger!



Hi, 
there!

You look 
nice!

Oh, my!
Thank you 
so much!



It’s not every 
day a girl gets 
to meet the 

leader.

Me and a 
man. My 

friends will be 
so envious! 

*giggle*

It’s such 
an honor!



Just today I 
changed my 
title to king! 

You are with 
the agency!

Wahh!

Stay away from 
me, Agency 

bitches!



Target on the 
run! I repeat 
target on the 

run.

French Maid, 
he’s taking 
your stairs!



Of course something had to go wrong, and Mikael is
on the run! But don’t worry, our agents are
prepared!





I was sure I had 
shut down all 
the Agency’s 

centrals!

God, damn it!
What hole did 

you crawl 
out?!



Bring it on, 
bitches!

I’m 
invulnerable! 
You can not 

kill me!

Tsk!
What can 

you even do?



Yes, 
captain!

You ready, 
Agent Hendriks?

And I guarantee 
you. You won’t be 
immune to ours!

Every Agency 
central has its own 

secret weapon.

Very funny, Mr. 
Valdes. There are 
worse fates than 

death!



The Agents use their ultimate
weapon on Mikael but in order
to make the effects
permanent they need to get
him off. And quick! A long
and hard battle for his orgasm
breaks out.



Thanks to Agent’s Emmerik’s
valiant efforts, the agents
finally get the upper hand!



But is everything as it seems?



End of Teaser

Hello, Hexxet here. 

You might now be thinking, “what kind a shitty ultimate
weapon would need your target to orgasm?”… and I
agree… But while all of this looks pretty dumb in the
teaser there is a totally sound story behind all of this…
in some sort of twisted way… ^^

New World Order II comes out on Friday (07.04.2023).

It’s ~60 pages long and contains 10 pinups. It’s for
adults only and available on my Patreon, Gumroad, or in
my Deviant Art Shop:
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